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T H E M E : "INDIGENOUS PEOPLES AND THEIR RIGHT TO D E V E L OP ME N T 

Thank you Chairperson, my name is Sarah Sepoe from Deboin Peoples Foundation 
Inc. (DPF) a tribal peoples' organization in Papua New Guinea. 

This years' theme "Indigenous Peoples and their Right to Development" is very 
challenging and sensitive in the globe today as the indigenous peoples of this planet 
are mobilising and speaking out loudly against the injustices that had lived with us for 
centuries. As we gather here today our indigenous peoples of the globe are ripped off, 
murdered, patented, etc let us behind our minds remember them too. Let us. 
Indigenous peoples and colleagues present here take stock of our past history, our 
present and replenish our weakness and strategize our direction for the future to 
continue our struggle to protect our indigenous peoples and their right to 
development. 

Today, Indigenous Peoples have no right to development, or choice to development. 
The choice of the development now is vested on the hands of the Trans-National 
Corporations (TNC) and the financial institutions like the World Bank, International 
Monetary Fund and Asian Development Bank with their collaboratives like the World 
Trade Organizations. 

These organizations had imposed trade agreements, policies onto respective 
governments and the World Trade Organization (WTO) rules limit the capacity of the 
governments to regulate international trade, or otherwise "interfere" with the activities 
of large corporations. In fact, WTO agreements are little more than extensive lists of 
policies, laws and regulations that government can no longer establish or maintain. 
The essentia] goal of the WTO is to deregulate international trade. 

Some of these agreements prohibit trade measures such as controls on endangered 
species trade or bans on tropical timbers imports. Others prohibit regulations that 
might only indirectly influence trade, such as recycling requirements, magazine 
contents rules, energy-efficiency standards, and food-safety regulations. Still other 
rules proscribe government measures that have nothing at all to do with trade, such 
prohibitions against government regulation of the activities of foreign investors. 

Because the primary goal of the free trade is to limit government law-making and 
regulatory authority, serious problems arise for the host of other policy initiatives that 
depend on such public controls. The establishment of free trade agreements has 
already created substantial new obstacles to environment protection, food safety 
regulations, cultural support programs, and resource conservation initiatives. 

If we are to achieve critical better environmental and social goals, the WTO must be 
transformed into an institution that will foster, rather than undermining the 
governments of the world. 



The vulnerable small Pacific islands countries provide a unique opportunity to 
examine the role of indigenous peoples in biological diversity and their choice to 
development. For most Pacific island countries the majority of peoples are 
indigenous, and because of the retention of substantial elements of their traditional 
cultures, retain close ties to their land and its biological diversity. The indigenous 
peoples of the Pacific are custodians of outstanding global significance of the 
biological diversity, unfortunately indigenous peoples, their knowledge and their 
biological diversity have and are exploited in the name of development. This 
presentation would provide some cases that had been done in the Pacific. 

Many of us here today would not have some idea of what Pacific; specifically Papua 
New Guinea has in its uniqueness and richness in the biological resources. We are 
rich but very poor; we have become victims of racism, globalization and exploitation 
structured to rip us, both biological resources including the Human Genes in the name 
of development. 

Because of our location on the planet, Pacific Islands Countries (PIC) have lots of 
biodiversity; we are rich in plants. Because of our position on the planet, we receive a 
lot of sunlight, a lot of energy and a lot of rain. The islands are rich in marine and 
terrestrial biodiversity. All indigenous peoples of the Pacific have inherited this 
richness, especially in diversity. Corresponding with richness in biodiversity is our 
poverty in terms of wealth. In contrast, the countries of the North are biodiversity-
poor but wealthy countries and techno logy-rich. 

Because of recent advances in science, biodiversity we 've taken for granted, which 
had fed, nurtured, and healed us, is becoming more and more interest to the 
technologically rich but biodiversity-poor countries. The arrival of researchers and 
scientists in our countries, taking samples and plants for analysis overseas, is not a 
new event. The early explorers and missionaries did this activity and it continues to be 
unregulated. The resources were once considered as the "common heritage of 
humanity". In this I mean, there was a free-for-all. You couldn't say it was yours - if 
some one found something, took it away, did research on it and produced something 
useful that was the persons' reward. 

This has all changed since the Convention on Biological Diversity, because we've 
come to realize that there is value in our plants, especially the knowledge and 
traditional ingenuity, but was never rewarded or compensated. How different is this 
traditional science for the science we have in laboratories conducted by men in white 
coats? Why is one compensated and protected by the law, while others are ignored 
and called "the common heritage of humanity", open for all to exploit. The world's 
genetic diversity exists within aboriginal territories. The world's human genetic 
diversity exists among indigenous peoples. So today, we are high priority research 
subject by scientist of the North today. Whose choice of development is to exploit 
indigenous peoples genes? How does the indigenous peoples benefit from stealing 
and patenting their DNA? Is this violation of fundamental rights and freedoms? 
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Pacific is rich in resources biodiversity not only natural but human gene. Scientists 
want to collect genetic material from indigenous peoples. We are at the situation 
where our bodies are facing the brand of coloni2ation. Our bodies are considered a 
commodity protected by all of the laws that protect the rights of commercializers on 
the global scale. 

Pacific has some very tine examples, which I wish to make some mention of as the 
events of pasts and present that I would highlight to this Working Group; 

• In 1997/8 in Samoa, the Mamala plant found throughout the Pacific. An 
American ethnobotanist working in a village in Samoa discovered a compound 
in the plant. He took it back for testing and they found it as promising anti
virus properties. That was the last time the local communities heard about this 
plant until February 1999, when it was found that patent had been taken out 
over the compound that had been found in the plant. The patent was in the 
name of the National Health Unit of the US Army and Bringham Young 
University. 

• In 1993, the Hagahai people in the remote areas of the Madang Province, 
Papua New Guinea. The Hagahai tribal people had very little exposure with 
the outside world. Their DNA cell was taken out of PNG for testing. Without 
the consent of the person, tribal peoples and government of PNG, the Hagahai 
DNA was patented in the United States. Hagahai DNA cell line is now 
available for sale on internet - you can order up a copy of their human DNA, 
viable living cells - full of life essence of the Hagahai people - for US$218 
from the American Culture Collections in Maryland in the USA. 

• In 1992, The US Department of Commerce filed a patent claim on the human 
T-cell lines of a 40 years old woman from the Western Province and a 58-
year-old man from Guadalcanal in Solomon Islands. The cell lines could be 
useful in producing vaccines and/or diagnosing human T-Iyphotropic virus 
type I. Because of the protests by the governments of Solomon Islands, these 
biopiracy claims were withdrawn. This is a last word we heard since then we 
don' t know the latest. 

• Norfolk Islands has signed a DNA research agreement in early 2000 with 
researchers from the Griffith University in Australia. 

• The Australian company Autogen Limited plans to collect DNA samples in 
Tonga, to analyze them and identify genes predisposed to medical conditions 
such as obesity, diabetes and heart disease. Under the agreement, the Tongan 
government had given Autogen the exclusive rights to commercialize and sell 
genetic information to medical researchers. 

• Cross species - genetic manipulation - some of our indigenous peoples of 
Aotearoa (New Zealand) have some part of their DNA in animals like sheeps. 
They have the ability to cross species barriers with genetic manipulation into 
plants, animals and humans. 
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The Theme for Working Group on Indigenous Populations this year is 
"Indigenous Peoples and their right to development'* is appropriate that gives us 
the Indigenous Peoples around the world the opportunity to raise concerns about 
the right to development and its impact on Indigenous Peoples. 

The Indigenous Peoples and their right to development in the Papua New Guinea 
country situation is very different, this is because our choice of development are 
imposed on to the government by the World Bank, International Monetary Fund. 
Asian Development Bank with their partner organisations such as WTO, APEC 
through their policies, laws which undermines the peoples choice or right to 
development as second priority to the imposed right to development. 

Last month. Port Moresby, the capital city of Papua New Guinea came to stand 
still for a week, all government offices and private sector not operating after the 
peaceful public protest staged outside the National Parliament. This public protest 
was against the World Banks' Structural Adjustment Program which one policy 
forced by the national government implement the "compulsory registration of 
customary land (in PNG, people own 97% of the land while the state owns only 
3%). Another policy that the general public opposed was the sale of public service 
entities to private corporations. This successful peaceful public protest turned into 
nightmare when the government used the police to dispatch the crowd. Two 
university students and a non-student were shot dead by the police. 

On the 19 l h July 2001 , our Prime Minister Sir Mekere Morauta had said we have 
no choice but to implement the conditions of the World Bank and IMF. The 
vulnerable small island states like PNG have very little choice to development 
since many choices to development are imposed on the government. 

The Declaration on the Right to Development adopted by the General Assembly 
in 1986, this Declaration states that development is "a comprehensive economic, 
social, cultural and political process which aims at the constant improvement of 
the well-being of the entire population and of all individuals on the basis of their 
active, free and meaningful participation in development and in the fair 
distribution of benefits resulting therefrom. 

This Declaration does not make any mention of the externa! forces like the Trans-
National Corporations as well as the financial institutions such as World Bank, 
IMF and ADB whose policies affect state responsibility of creating favourable 
national and international conditions for the achievement of the human right to 
development. 

What right to development do the indigenous peoples have when these 
organizations had imposed trade agreements, policies onto respective 
governments and their rules limit the capacity of the governments to regulate 
international trade, or otherwise "interfere" with the activities of large 
corporations? I think this is any regime of colonization on the Indigenous Peoples. 

Thank you chairperson. 
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Sarah Sepoe is from Papua New Guinea. She is the Womens Program Officer with 
Deboin Peoples Foundation. She has been involved in advocacy on issues of impacts 
of globalization, womens civil and political rights etc. 

Contact: Deboin Peoples Foundation, PO Box 153 UNIVERSITY, NCD, PAPUA 
NEW GUINEA, Tel: 00 (675) 326 0972. Email: dpPaidatec.com.pg 

Sources: A Citizen's Guide to the World Trade Organisation, 1999, Steven 
Shrybman. 0 8 * NFIP Conference report, Convention on Biodiversity, Indigenous 
Peoples and Intellectual Property Rights', Department of the Parliament Library of 

Australia, Research Paper 20, 1996-7. Jonathan Kin and Doreen 
Stab inky:"Biotechno logy under globalisation: the corporate exporpriation of plants, 
animal and microbial species: in Race and Class, Vol.40, N0.2/3 (1998-9). Human 
Rights and Indigenous Peoples: A Handbook on the UN System; Florence Roulet, 

IWG1A Document N0.92, Copenhagen 1999 
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